AVIT hosts National Conference on Architecture, Software systems and Green computing 2013

on 03rd May 2013
Aarupadai Veedu Institute of technology (AVIT), organized the National conference on Architecture, software systems and Green computing 2013” at the premises in Paiyanoor, near Chennai.

The main objective of the seminar was to provide a platform for Researchers, Engineers, Academicians as well as industrial professions from all over the country to present their research results and development activities in Architecture, software systems and Green computing.
The Conference aimed at understanding the current research and impending development of Architecture, software systems through Green computing.

More than 100 distinguished scientists and researchers and delegates from industry, various universities/Colleges participated in the seminar and 100 technical papers were presented in this National Conference of NCASG 2013. In this 36 papers was selected to publish in the International Journal of Emerging Trends & Technology in computer Science.

Mr. M. Murali, Distinguished technologist, Global Applications, Computer Science Corporation of India Private Limited, released the conference proceedings. This seminar has drawn the attraction of students and professors from across the nation.

Mr. P.T. Sivasankar, Associate Professor, Introduced the Chief guest. Mr. P. Babu prakash, Assistant Professor, gave the Welcome address. Dr. D.E. Dekson, gave the “About the conference”. Dr. J. Shanmugam, Principal, AVIT, gave the “Presidential Address”, and also the Principal, said “ we are very happy to conduct this National Conference in our AVIT campus. As wide range of applications have also been developed for Architecture, software systems and Green computing, may be the very important area for the future, these conference will provide the same focus. We will continue our contribution to reach the Utmost developments in green Computing”.

Finally Dr. M.A. Dorai Rangaswamy, Senior Professor & Head, CSE&IT, gave the vote of thanks.